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MyQuest Foundation 

Introduction 

MyQuest Foundation has a vision of a world where all Nepali youth take the responsibility 

for their own life. They become the main actors of their own future, to live a fulfilling life 

and make a positive impact on the Nepalese society as pro-active, responsible, resilient 

and compassionate young adults. MyQuest Foundation are active in fulfilling this vision 

by organizing QuestTreks®.The MyQuest team in Nepal creates self-awareness amongst 

Nepali youth that everyone is born with a set of unique talents, strengths and special 

skills and bring them into connection with their inner truth and power. In doing so the 

Nepali youth become conscious of the fact that they are not ‘their story’. They are free, 

from their history and background, to act and create their future. The youth will develop 

themselves into powerful and authentic individuals who take responsibility for their own 

life and step out of the poverty-trap. MyQuest Foundation has the goal is to inspire and 

encourage Nepali youth from economically and socially challenged backgrounds (16-23) 

to become independent, self-sufficient and mentally healthy young adults, so that they 

are the actors of change. QuestTreks® are organized for Nepali youth only but also for 

both Nepali and internationals who wish to join. QuestTrek® is an impactful and life 

changing experience for the participants. More about this programme can be read on 

page ..-.. . To continue the process of awareness from the QuestTrek® for the Nepali 

youth, a follow up programme called the QuestTribes® is developed. This programme 

will be explained on page ..-.. . MyQuest Foundation fills the gap for Nepali youth who 

must leave their youth-homes or familiar surroundings and start their own life in today’s 

society. The youth face a lot of challenges in this transition but a lack of guidance. 

MyQuest Foundation is there to support them during this time, to teach hands-on tools 

and coach them in self-management skills.  
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Founders & Leading Lady 

MyQuest Foundation was previously known as Mountain Child Care. Mountain Child Care 

was founded in 2008 by Marianne van Wetter and Mark Simons. Both have a passion for 

hiking and were inspired by the effect of hiking on themselves and others. The nature 

around them, the commitment to the hike, the pain in their feet, it made them realise 

that during a hike, victories and awareness can be celebrated and created. Marianne and 

Mark started by combining their passion of hiking with their knowledge and experience 

and developed treks as a training.  

The founders of the MyQuest foundation and the QuestTrek are Mark and Marianne, a 

Dutch couple with three beautiful kids. During their Honeymoon in 2008, they walked 

with their daughter of only nine months old from Utrecht, the Netherlands to Santiago 

de Compostela in Spain. The vision for the foundation origins from this trip. Their 

passion for walking in nature, personal development and love for Nepal and its people 

brought them to initiate the QuestTrek, a six days trails in the Himalaya of Nepal.  

Mark and Marianne both worked in Nepal before and have a broad experience in the 

development aid sector. They were touched by the beauty of Nepal but also by the 

hardship of life that many Nepali youth face. They had always encouraged each other to 

listen, to believe and to follow their own heart and wish this way of living for everybody. 

Mark and Marianne strongly believe that everyone has special talents and the ability to 

create a life that is full of purpose. With their ongoing enthusiasm and believe they have 

changed many lives of Nepali youth and that of many others. In the meantime, they have 

also set up a social enterprise called MyQuest in the Netherlands which aims to bring 

Personal Leadership in schools, see also www.myquest.academy . Currently they have 

trained more than 20 coaches to organize QuestTreks in Nepal as well as in the 

Netherlands. 

They inspire, encourage and support the team in Nepal and are very dedicated to 

continue with their mission and the work they created.  

Their vibe is contagious and going on a QuestTrek with one of them will for sure change 

your life for the best for ever!  

 

 

http://www.myquest.academy/
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The Leading Lady in Nepal 

Our leading lady in Nepal, Dutch-born Hedda Steenhauer, has been living and working 

in India & Nepal for more than a decade. She has been working for the foundation since 

2014 and lives with her Dutch husband and two children in Kathmandu. Hedda holds a 

degree in cultural anthropology and development studies and over the years has gained 

much in-depth coach-training experience in transformational work, personal 

development and leadership. She is passionate about bringing different cultures 

together and broadening the horizons of the participants, not only about themselves but 

also about each other. She is the QuestTrek coach for foreign participants, leads and 

trains the team of Nepali youth coaches and is responsible for the overall organizational 

side of the foundation.  

Core Team Values 

Our team works together under a set of core values. We work from love and passion for 

the organisation and we work together. This means that our office is not just an office 

but it is a place where we are warm and caring to one another. We go for performance 

and progress and do this while feeling playful and fun. We are open to one another, to 

each other’s cultures, opinions, backgrounds etc. You are free to share your ideas, there 

is an acceptance and curiosity to discover and we are also honest and sincere towards 

one another and in our feedback. We don’t just work for Hedda      , we work for each 

other, for our vision, mission and goal, above all we work for the impact this organisation 

has here in Nepal. Being part of this team is a blessing and once you feel that you are 

home, the motivation to do the very best for the team comes naturally.  

Ethical Volunteering 

We at MyQuest Foundation are very aware of the way we contribute to society and the 

way volunteers work. That’s why we want to make you aware about ethical volunteering. 

Ethical volunteering means volunteering with a right mind set and taking time to choose 

a placement that doesn’t harm others. According to Next Generation Nepal 

(https://www.nextgenerationnepal.org/ethical-volunteering) there are different things 

we need to consider before you volunteer in any place. We also consider ethical 

volunteering as an important value. This is the reason why you are not allowed to work 

directly with the youth in our organization. We do not want to create a dependency 

between the youth (who are already vulnerable and have attachment issues as their 

families abandon them) and interns who are staying in Nepal for only certain period of 

time. Your work as an intern in MyQuest Foundation is to help the core team members, 

https://www.nextgenerationnepal.org/ethical-volunteering
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and not directly with the youth. We are also careful about the professional skills you have 

and want to develop and will assign you with the tasks on basis of your competency. The 

impact you will have on the youth is through the work you perform to support the whole 

organisation. Your work is very important and will have a good impact in the long term, 

this is in line with the value of ethical volunteering, this is what we want to create.  

Nepal  

History  

Nepal is a small country in Asia and is surrounded by China (Tibet) and India. Nepal 

knows a long history of religion, many kings and political struggles. The history the first 

proof of life in the valley of Nepal dates to 800 years before Christ. Around 543 B.C. 

Buddha was born in Lumbini. Two centuries later Buddhism spreads through the country 

until Hinduism finds it’s way into Nepal, around 100 B.C. The golden age of the Valley 

of Kathmandu started around the 12th century with the arrival of the Malla’s. The most 

powerful Malla-king, Jayasthiti Malla, united the valley in the 14th century and introduced 

the Hindu-caste system. In this period the Newari architecture reached it’s peak and 

beautiful temples with many rooftops filled durbar squares. The agriculture was very 

important. People lived from their handicrafts and farm products and transported these 

to neighbour countries via dangerous mountain passes.  

On the day of the Indra-Jatra festival 1768, Gorkha king Prithvi Narayan Shah took over 

Kathmandu and ended the reign of the Malla kings. The army of the Gorkha, the Gurkha, 

was very strong and conquered many parts around Nepal until the British army stopped 

them. Peace negotiations with Britain led to the official boarders of Nepal.  

On September 14, 1846, a disaster in the palace ended with almost all officials of the 

kingdom killed. Officer Jung Bahadur saw an opportunity, he took on a king’s name Rana 

and called himself the premier. The Rana’s are pictured sometimes as the bad-guys in 

Nepali history but they did end a period of murder and created some sort of political 

stability. The Rana’s had good connections with Great Britain, India and China, but there 

was a lack of education. Only 10% of the people could have education. It was only for 

the children from whom their parents had good connections with the government and a 

lot of money. After an official had visited Europe, the Rana’s introduced the neo-classical 

architecture in Nepal in the 19th century.  

At the start of the 20th century, the Shah kings stayed somewhat locked in their castles 

while the Rana’s ruled the country. Foreigners were not allowed in Nepal until 1951. 

Nepal had to change because it’s neighbours entered the modern society and joined 

changes of the world. The education developed. More people could have education or 
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went to India to get their education. In 1950, the Shah king Tribhuvan escaped the grip 

of the Rana’s and with his return to Nepal he introduced a multiple party democracy. 

This system turned out difficult and in 1962 king Mahendra takes power. In 1990 a 

parliamentary system was introduced. The government did not pay enough for the 

children to go to school and to take care of the family. Also, the corruption in the country 

started in this period. It was a poor period. A lot of children went abroad to study to get 

the education they wanted.  

From 1996 until 2006 there was a Civil War in Nepal. It was an armed conflict between 

the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) and the government of Nepal. More than tens of 

thousands of people died during this war. The Nepal Civil war ended with a signed 

comprehensive Peace Accord in 2006. It was not until 2008 that Nepal became a republic 

with Prachanda as premier and the political landscape slowly stabilized. There were lots 

of political parties, because everyone wanted to show their motivation and changes for 

the country. Nepal grew but developed only fulltime jobs. This created the difficulty to 

study and work which puts many youth in an impossible position. Most of the children 

who finished +2 feel the pressure of the need to find a job this ends in stressed and 

depressed feelings. The government will not pay for them or their family, without a job 

they cannot live properly. The Earthquake in 2015 has made a big impact, you can still 

see some effects of the earthquake but there is also a lot of new or rebuilding and they 

are still are developing. The earthquake left its remarks but also slightly united the 

government a bit in the common feeling to rebuild the country. Today you can still see 

the damage but most of the buildings and temples are rebuild.  

 

Cultural Differences & Tips 

Nepali culture is very different from the Western mindset and cultures. It is important to 

know a little bit about this amazing country in order to survive the possible culture shock 

and also out of respect for the customs and believes of the people here.  

Family 

Above every other cultural difference, the most important one is family. It is a beautiful 

thing of Nepali culture and sometimes also challenging in the more modern world. While 

the Western culture is all about the individual and being independent, Nepali culture is 

all about family and dependence. Everyone is a brother and sister of each other. 

Decisions are made based on what is best for the collective, especially your own family, 

not what is best for you as individual. There is almost never an ‘I’ in talking, always a 
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‘we’. Family drives the society and social connections are of great importance. Be open 

to connect and become part of the Nepali family.  

Caste System 

In the old days there used to be a caste system. This was created by one of the kings 

and meant that some people were simply born more important than others, the caste 

you were in defined your place in the hierarchy in society. The castes were divided in 4 

different main categories and in total there are around 500 different castes. The castes 

often have their own language/dialect of Nepali and their own traditions within their 

main believe. Officially this system is no longer valid, and everyone is equal for the law. 

Truth be told that especially the older generations are still very attached to this caste 

system and in schools, it happens that children from higher castes pick on children from 

lower castes. The sur-names of Nepali show which caste they belong to. Up to this day, 

young people in love still struggle to marry when they are not from the same caste.  

Religion 

Most Nepali, if not all, are religious. Hinduism and Buddhism are the most common 

religions, but also Christianity and Muslim can be found in Nepal. Most people are born 

into their religion and the many traditions that come with this. It is sometimes said that 

it is more important to perform all the traditions then actually believe. Also, a lot of 

Nepali fear their Gods and Goddess’. Most Nepali may feel more familiar with Hinduism 

or Buddhism but over the many years, these religions and their customs mixed and there 

is no clear line dividing them from one another. One important note for tourists is that 

if you are not Hindu, you are not allowed in the temples. Buddhist temples are open for 

tourists. Don’t forget to take off your shoes! 

When you hear bells ringing around 6am in the morning, don’t confuse this with your 

alarm. A lot of Nepali wake up very early and start their day with blessing the house and 

bringing offerings to their little house altar combined with ringing the old bells. It is a 

sacred tradition yet takes some getting used to if you wish to sleep longer than 6am.  

Food 

Nepali people have a different food schedule. When they wake up (early in the morning) 

they only have a cup of tea or coffee with some biscuits. Around 9/10 am some eat 

breakfast, which is often Dal Bhat. Around 14 pm they eat again Dal Bhat  for lunch. For 

dinner they eat once more Dal Bhat, around 8pm. They eat Dal Bhat with their right hand, 
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not with the left hand because they use that one when they go to the toilet. Table 

manners are something unknown in Nepal and burping or eating with your mouth open 

is normal. Prepare for smacking sounds and have fun talking while eating. 

Dal Bhat is simply translated ‘rice lentil-soup’. However, when we say Dal Bhat we often 

refer to the whole set which will be your new love and enemy. The Dal Bhat set consists 

of rice, lentil-soup, alou(potatoes) marinated in a sort curry with vegetables, spinach 

and pickles(spicy sour fermented vegetables you can mix through your dal bhat). When 

you order a complete Dal Bhat set this often also implies that you can ask for extra rice 

or dhal or alou etc.  

Apart from Dal Bhat, Nepali food delights are momo’s (sort of dumplings, really good 

stuff), Katti roll (sort of wrap), curd (sweet thick yoghurt) and milk tea (Nepali version of 

chai tea, watch out for the sugar). In Nepal they love sweet and spicy things. A lot of 

Indian and Mexican food can be found here and plenty of western food as well. Don’t 

expect to find good chocolate here or any cow meat, although buff is a great 

replacement.  For tips on where to eat, check hot-spots and must do’s below.   

Nepali cough 

The sweet sound of someone scraping their throat and spitting on the ground is known 

as the Nepali cough. This is their way to clean their throat, it is healthy to scrape the 

throat every now and then and in Nepal it is accepted by society to do this loud and 

proud in the streets.    

Interaction 

The people are less direct in their interaction than we are used to. They are not used to 

give or receive feedback so they will bring their messages very careful. They seem also 

less structured and organized than we are used to. Planning is not something common 

in Nepal. Universities don’t know when they have exams until a few weeks before. So 

long term planning is a no go. However, everyone is therefore very flexible to make time 

in the moment. But don’t expect them to be on time, time-management is something 

uncommon and rushing is unknown. This is a valuable lesson for the Western mind, yet 

in a professional situation sometimes difficult when a meeting is set at a specific time.   

When you by accident touch someone’s leg or foot, it is important to say sorry because 

this is a sign of disrespect. When it happens, you will see that they touch their head, to 

ask/give a blessing and apology. When you give someone a hand in a first meeting make 
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sure touch your hand or elbow with your free hand as well. Some Nepali believe that it 

is respectful to make the handshake complete by using both hands in the touch.  

Clothes 

Although the younger generation is moving away from old tradition, it is still very 

inappropriate to show a lot of skin. Make sure your shoulders are covered and that 

clothes go at least till over the knee. Tourists walk around in shorts sometimes, yet some 

Nepali will be offended by this. It is important to show respect for the culture, people 

will approach you in equal respect and with appreciation. 

Communication 

The younger generation in Nepal can speak a good word of English. Even in the cinema 

the English movies will not have subtitles. The older generation won’t speak English very 

well as will the people who live outside of the bigger cities and touristic areas. Everyone 

in Nepal will absolutely love it if you learn a few words in Nepali and of course, say 

Namaste to all.  

If you need to get something done fast, it is best to give a call. Nowadays Whatsapp 

works as well and email too. The best way to contact another is face to face. Immediate 

interaction works best to get things done. Make sure you get a Nepali sim-card, it is very 

cheap and extremely useful because it also gives you access to the Pathao app (read 

more about transport) 

Negotiation/Bargaining  

In Nepal negotiation about the price is normal to do. When you are a tourist they will ask 

a higher price. You can negotiate about the price in many shops. One of the ways to 

think about it is that the price they ask is probably double the normal price. Bargain the 

price you want to give, if they disagree say ok and slowly walk away. 9 out of 10 times, 

they will call you back in to say yes to your price. It also helps to shop with your Nepali 

friends.  

Another method is asking how much it is and to have in mind what you want to pay for 

it. Begin lower than your own price, and negotiate up to the right price. If they give you 

a price, you can also ask for a better price and they will mostly lower the price. But a lot 

of different ways are good. One tip you can do (also for a cab), ask a local person for the 

right price. 
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It is also always good to first walk around and ask in a few places the price for the thing 

you want so you have a general idea of the tourist price.  

School system 

The school system is also different. They first go to kindergarten, after that, they start 

lower school in grade 1. Lower school goes until grade 10. In grade 10 they have to 

make a final exam; the Secondary Education Examination (SEE). If they pass their SEE 

they can go to high school (+2) to do grade11 and 12. There are government issued 

schools and private schools. Both are expensive. The government school system is not 

very good but it is turning slowly into something better. After +2 there is university but 

far from everyone gets the possibility to join.  

Traffic and Transport 

Traffic in Kathmandu is chaos. It is very crowded and the roads are not really good 

everywhere. There are working traffic lights(since 2020) and traffic police who try to 

manage everything. If you’re walking and want to cross the street it is important to watch 

out but start walking holding your hand slightly up for coming traffic as a sign to stop 

for you. Don’t look the drivers in the eye, they know you saw them and are less eager to 

stop. Always keep an eye on the road just in case. Don’t hesitate! They will always stop 

for you. There are pedestrian crossings, this doesn’t make a difference from any other 

place to cross. 

It might sounds just rude but the many scooties honking is actually their way of 

communicating. Since there is no rule to give way to people who come from the right, 

people will use honking to warn those around the corner. Don’t worry, you will get used 

to it. After a while you will know what sounds to look up at and which to ignore.  

Cabs are everywhere, and cost mostly around 300/500rupees.The cheapest way of 

travelling is by Pathao (sort of uber), micro bus, public bus. Just ask the driver where he 

is going, or tell them where you have to go and they will always help you to find the right 

bus. A lot of busses drive by with the bus boy screaming where to go, if you hear your 

destination just scream Dai, roknoes! Which means ‘Brother, stop’.  

Biking is also an option in Kathmandu. You can buy a second hand bike. Just ask different 

bike shops if they have second hand bicycles. If you stay on the left hand side of the 

road and watch out for the cars, you will probably be fine. But be careful.  
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It is recommended because of the pollution and dust to wear a mouth cover. In Nepal it 

is only needed for the driver of a scooter or motor to wear a helmet. To make your 

parents worry less; please buy a helmet! Also when biking, wear a helmet!  

Taxi 

The taxi is a well-used vehicle in Kathmandu. If you use a taxi you can say you want to 

go on the meter, most of them will say it’s broken. During the day it is a little cheaper 

to go on the meter. Another thing you can do is set a price before getting in the taxi. 

Bargaining is important for this. Some prices for distances are: 

o Patan –Thamel: Day: 400/500 Rupees Night: 500/600 Rupees 

o Patan-Boudha: Day: 500 Rupees  

o Patan-Swayambu: Day: 500 Rupees  

A reliable taxi service is Sarathi. https://www.sarathi.cab/ ; +977 14217171; 

info@sarathi.cab  

 

 

https://www.sarathi.cab/
mailto:info@sarathi.cab
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Netherlands versus Nepal 

Netherlands vs Nepal 

- In the Netherlands people 

focus on their own personal 

development. 

- In the Netherlands people 

choose what we think is best 

for us. 

- In the Netherlands people 

are used to use the computer 

as main communication. 

And expect an answer back 

very quickly. 

- Using the internet to find 

companies or other things is 

normal in the Netherlands. 

- In the Netherlands people 

often say what they want. 

- In the Netherlands people 

are strict on time. 

- In the Netherlands people 

want to plan everything. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Nepalese people do not 

focus only on themselves, 

but family is very important. 

It is much more family 

oriented. What do the family 

members want instead of 

what do I want. 

- Nepalese people choose 

what they think is best for 

their family (and so for 

themselves). 

- Nepalese people are used to 

talk face to face. 

- Not many companies use the 

internet, or are on the 

internet in Nepal. 

- Nepalese people will be 

careful what to say. 

- Time has a different 

meaning. Time management 

is more challenging. 

- Planning is not always 

necessary, but happens 

more spontaneous. 
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QuestTrek® 
MyQuest Foundation coaches individuals to recognise their own worth and how to live 

a life of purpose and authenticity. The QuestTrek is a six-day personal leadership trail 

through the Himalayas in Nepal.  You commit to be a 100% in the programme (no 

online world for a while), carry your own backpack and go by foot through the 

mountains. You will go through an intensive process of awareness, release, creation 

and manifestation. Your talents, qualities and core values become clear. You distance 

yourself from your old habits, patterns and customary mindset that were not serving 

you anymore. From here you create space and allow yourself to connect with what 

really matters in life, who you truly are. 

You take part in various activities based on Theory U, motivational interviewing, co-

active coaching & Creative Consciousness coaching (read more about these below).  

By immersing yourself in the peace and power of the nature around you, you 

rediscover your inner core and feeling an enormous “boost” in being the authentic 

you.  

Before you go on the QuestTrek you are required to fill in an online talent survey 

created by the famous author Tom Rath. You also get a personal intake meeting. The 

day before the QuestTrek you meet the other participants. The QuestTrek group 

consists of 16 participants (eight Internationals and eight young Nepalis). The 

interaction of cultural backgrounds, gender and age difference gives you new 

perspectives about yourself and your life.  The diversity of the participants ensures 

that the programme is very enriching, and you experience how the input of others 

broadens your mindset.   

One of our interns shared the following about the QuestTrek: 

 “The QuestTrek was a very special experience as I was able to rediscover my own 

inner motivation: the unique coaching method allowed me to really dig deep. What’s 

more the inspiring interaction with the young Nepalis and the physical challenges of 

Nepal’s beautiful nature have given me new insights allowing me to develop both 

personally and professionally.” (Anne, Quester 2019). 

Before your QuestTrek® 

About the preparations before coming to Nepal we will talk later but first let’s focus on the 

QuestTrek, maybe the most impactful experience you will have in Nepal (apart from an 

amazing internship). For the QuestTrek you are asked to raise a certain amount of money 

(1950,- euro). This money will be spent on your own QuestTrek and also on that of the Nepali 
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youth. Through crowdfunding you can collect the total amount. This money has to be paid at 

least one month before your QuestTrek. If you are struggling with raising the money, you can 

always contact Hedda or maybe one of the former interns to ask for tips. (You can find their 

contact info below). 

Let’s say you got the money, the plane ticket, visa and vaccinations covered. Now it is time to 

prepare for the trekking. You can find a packing list below. At home make sure you do a day-

hike in your hiking boots to make sure they are comfortable and that your body is ready for 

the trekking. Don’t forget to write your life-story and to do your ‘Sterke Punten Test’ before 

your trekking.  

Equipment for trekking 

• Hiking boots 

• Good hiking socks 

• Clothing (in winter warm clothing but light; warm jacket, thermo clothing) 

• Travel towel 

• 1,5liter-bottle for drinking water/camelbag (In the winter it is useful if your bottle can also 

hold boiled water so you can use it as a hot bag at night) 

• Tooth brush + toothpaste 

• Sunblock 

• Sunglasses 

• Sunhat 

• Gloves + warm hat 

• Water purification tablets or drops or a life-straw are recommended 

• Nose spray (if you have or might have a cold) 

• Sleeping bag (in winter-2) * 

• Rain cover(poncho)* 

• Backpack* 

• Liner (lakenzak) 

*You can also borrow these from MyQuest Foundation. 
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QuestTribes® 

QuestTribes® is the follow-up programme building on the insights of the QuestTrek®. The 

QuestTribes® consist of six workshop days with interactive, informative and practical subjects 

that support the youth in realising their Personal Development Plan (P.D.P.). The goal of these 

days is to serve and support the youth to feel confident walking their own path and realizing 

their PDP. The context in which the QuestTribes thrive is a safe and open learning environment 

filled with support and love. The provided space will empower the youth to have new insights 

and to reach their full potential. Courage to create the future they desire is embraced. Building 

on the Goal, Vision and Mission from MyQuest Foundation. 

Each QuestTribe day is separated by six weeks in which the youth will integrate their new 

learnings and continue working on their personal goals and assignments. By creating time in 

between Tribes, we can reflect with the youth on their daily life experiences and struggles. 

Through experiencing the ‘normal’ life in between the training days, they are not facing the 

first challenges of integrating their new choices and insights alone. They can share their 

experiences and are guided on the QuestTribes.  

During the QuestTribes we continue to build on the QuestTreks learnings. We will work on 

making concrete goals, awareness of and dealing with emotions, dragging habits, confidence 

etc. The QuestTribes are an interactive, attractive and bonding group where it is safe to share 

and grow. During each QuestTribe the participants will also be coached individually with a 

focus on their P.D.P. and what is important for the coachee in the moment. QuestTribes 

supports the youth to use their talent and to make their future goals reality. The QuestTribes 

will provide the youth new tools that will help them in living a fulfilling life.  

The QuestTribes are in group form but the focus is personalised. Each participant will 

formulate their own goals and find their own value and insights in the varied programme. 

Practical hands-on tools are mixed with insightful communication and coaching topics. The 

buddy system during the Tribes also contributes to the support system and motivation of the 

youth.  
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Theories 

Theory U 
The QuestTrek® is built and organized on the basis of Theory U. The core of theory U is to 

look at what sources leaders actually are operating from. What is required in order to learn 

and act from the future as it emerges? One core principle is presencing, to become aware and 

change the inner place from which we operate. The left part of the U is about perception, 

becoming aware of the right part about action. 

The process starts with downloading, that is our normal level of knowing/cognition. To 

activate our deeper level of knowing we have to go through a 3 step process: 

1. Observe, observe ,observe 

2. Retreat & reflect, allow the inner knowing to emerge 

3. Act in an instant 

The left side of the U is to become aware of our inner knowing; the right side is the action we 

perform according to our inner source. The whole U process looks as follows: 

1. Downloading. 

2. Seeing with fresh eyes. Suspension of habitual patterns. 
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3. Sensingfromthefield.Redirectyourattentionfromexteriortointerior, toward the 

source of your mental process. 

4. Presencing: letting go, connect to your source. 

5. Crystallizing: envisioning the new from the future that wants to emerge. 

6. Prototyping: living microcosms in order to explore the future by doing. 

7. Performing. 

The vertical axis shows the different levels of change. Here are also 3 other instruments 

important in this process: 

- Open mind: access our intellectual/IQ 

- Open heart: access our emotional intelligence 

- Open will: access our authentic purpose and self 

We must not forget that the most important leadership tool is yourself. We have two selves 

that are important here, one that we have become as a result of the past and one we can 

become in the future. When we want to connect with our inner place/knowing we have to deal 

with meeting and mastering three enemies. Those enemies can block the entrance of our 

deeper territories. 

- Voice of judgment, blocks the open mind 

- Voice of cynicism, blocks the open heart 

- Voice of fear, blocks open will 

 

The U process is a living field theory; it is not a linear mechanical process. It works as an 

integral whole. You go through all 3 stages simultaneously; co-sensing, co-presencing and 

co-creating. The 2 most important movements are connected and occur at the same time; 

opening to deeper levels of emergence and enhanced power of forces of destruction. They are 

two forces; presencing and absencing. 

 

When we apply the U process to the quest treks it looks as follows: 

 

Motivational Interviewing 
Mountain Child Care uses different kind of theories and techniques for coaching and for 

helping the youth. One of the techniques they use is motivational interviewing. 

Motivational interviewing is a way of helping someone to gain more motivation without 

suggesting and advising. 
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All people change in their lives, most of the time because they get older. So change is a natural 

way in life, spontaneous remission. But sometimes change is the most difficult part, 

motivational interviewing supports the developing of change. There are different ways of 

changing, why people change. 

- Natural change: ‘spontaneous remission’ 

- Brief intervention effects: little counselling 

- Dose effects: More treatment means more benefit of counselling. And there are more 

changes in the earlier stage of treatment. But is this related to motivation? 

- Faith/hope effects: facilitating change: ask how likely it is to succeed this is a good 

predictor of what is really going to happen. 

- Waiting- list effect: people just wait. 

- Change- talk effects: counsel in reflective, supportive manner. It is client- centered 

counselling. 

- Counsellor effects: accurate empathy, non-possessive warmth, genuineness. Also 

more empathy is more benefit of counseling.  

But changing depends on motivation. Motivation consists of three stages: 

- Willing: wants, desires or wills. Develop discrepancy: enhance perceived importance of 

change. 

- Able: Confidence for change: self- regulation theory. change that will work (general 

efficacy) and change that they believe they can do (self-efficacy). 

- Ready: matter of priorities 

What triggers change?  

- Intrinsic value, accepting, empowering and atmosphere. 

Most of the people who want to change start in the stadium of ambivalence; this is a normal 

phase of life. Change has positive and negative results, which one is the best to choose. There 

are four kinds of ambivalence: 

➢ Approach- approach: This is a stage where both of the results are positive. But which 

one is the best. 

➢ Avoidance- Avoidance: This is the stage where both of the results are negative. 

➢ Approach- avoidance: This is the part where both of the results are positive and 

negative, both attracted and repelled by the same object. Fatal attraction. 

➢ Double approach- avoidance: both attracted and repelled by two objects. When you 

are going in the direction of A, B seems brighter. When you are going in the direction 

of B, A seems brighter. 
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Brief intervention may help to get unstuck. This ambivalence is the most difficult, but is the 

start of change. When you are not in this stadium yet, change is almost impossible. 

The decisional balance is an illustration of the costs and benefit, what seems right. 

In those situations the social context is important. Social and cultural factors affect people’s 

perception. A paradoxical response is that the client may not respond in what would seem a 

logical manner (due of direct persuasion or increasing punishment). The question you should 

ask is: for what is this person motivated? What a person perceives and expects to be the 

outcome of different courses of action. 

Facilitating change is the way a coach needs to interact. But the righting reflex is a difficult 

reflex to ignore. The righting reflex is the tendency to set things right, like a direct way of 

advice. But the answer you will get is ’yes, but…’ It is important to inhibit this reflex. But two 

things will help facilitating change. One is developing discrepancy: it is the client who should 

be voicing the arguments for change. Second is change talk: self-motivating speech.  

So the start of motivational interviewing is change- talk, this nudges a person towards change. 

Motivation interviewing is a client- centered directive method for enhancing intrinsic 

motivation to change by exploring and resolving ambivalence. 

 

Co-Active Coaching 
The Co- Active coaching model 
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As this is an extensive theory, there is a short explanation provided in this volunteer manual. 

In this way you have an introduction to Co-Active Coaching. 

The client is the star in the model. In the heart of the client’s life, live the three core principles: 

Fulfillment, balance and Process. Fulfillment is intensely personal. It can be achieving a goal, 

but also the path toward the goal is fulfilling. Balance is a dynamic concept; it is not a place 

to be reached. For a coach, balance can be provided by inviting the client to look at their life 

from a variety of perspectives in order to be free to choose their own version of a balanced 

life. Process is the variety of moments we are in. Where we are in the process is where we are, 

whether we want to be there or not. The coach needs to convince the client to go with it and 

flow with it. 

In Co-active coaching there are five contexts: Listening, curiosity, intuition, self-management 

and forward the action/deepen the learning. 

Listening consists of three levels. In level one (internal listening) you actually listen to your 

own inner voice. Clients need to be at this level. In level two (focused listening) the attention 

is focused and directed in one way. Everything which surrounds them doesn’t matter. A coach 

needs to be able to listen at level 2. Level 3 (global listening) is a soft focused level. You are 

also aware of how the energy is changing and how the atmosphere is changing. Coaches also 

need to be able to listen in level three, in order to pick up as much information as possible 

about the underlying impact in the moment. 

Curiosity consists of the belief that clients are creative, resourceful and they have the answers. 

The coach needs to be curious and ask questions. The questions are provocative, open- ended 

and inviting. These questions can be in a certain direction, but not with a preconceived 

conclusion. 

Intuition is a kind of sixth sense, but sometimes difficult. First you need to listen in level 2 

and 3. Second you need to notice you have received an intuitive signal. Third is actually speak 

from your intuition, not be attached to your interpretation. If it is not true, move on. 

Self-management is managing your own stuff. The coach is invisible but completely present. 

First you really need to believe the client has the answer. The attention needs to be on the 

client, after a while it is possible to share your own story but you need to ask permission first. 

Manage your own saboteur; do not have a conversation with yourself. 

Last but not least: action and learning, which focuses on moving forward. But the clients will 

soon see that a second aspect is important, which is: learn from the action they take. 

Learning is one of the basics of co- active coaching. Learning consists of four steps: 
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1. Unconscious incompetence: I don’t know what I don’t know. The stadium where you 

don’t realize you cannot do something. 

2. Conscious incompetence: Now I know what I don’t know. First stage in learning 

something, you realize you cannot do something. 

3. Conscious competence: I know what I know. You realize you have achieved a certain level 

of mastery. 

4. Unconscious competence: I’m not aware, and I know. Also called the ‘flow state’, you do 

not realize you can do something, you just do it. 

The designed alliance is the container in which the coaching takes place. This container is 

customized and is dynamic. Starts with the question ‘How do you want to be coached?’. 

  

Co- active coaching consists of five cornerstones. 

➢ The client is naturally creative, resourceful, and whole: Nothing in the client is broken 

or needs fixing. And the coach has questions, the client has the answers. 

➢ Co-active coaching addresses the client’s whole life: Focuses on fulfilment, balance 

and process. 

➢ The agenda comes from the client: The client is in charge, the relationship is focused 

on the client getting the results they want.  The coach ensures the clients are always 

steering toward fulfilment and balance and  are able to engage in the process of their 

lives. 

➢ The coach dances in the moment with the client: We coach what shows up rather than 

from a rigid plan. 

➢ There is a fluid give and take in the leas between the client and coach. Everything that 

is happening is an opportunity for learning and movement. 

One of the most important parts of coaching is creating a safe and courageous space. In this 

space the clients will face their saboteurs and other snares. They will need to take risks in 

order to grow and make changes. The coach needs to make sure this space is safe enough. 

To make this space some attributes will help, one is confidentiality and second is telling the 

truth. 

 

Creative Consciousness Coaching 
Another brand of coaching from which we adopted some subjects is Creative Consciousness 

Coaching. https://creativeconsciousness.com/ In CC coaching the coaches work with 

Awareness creation tools. These tools include topics such as story vs isness, the power of the 

https://creativeconsciousness.com/
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word, integrity, the ladder of power etc. The individual coaching sheet used by our youth 

coaches is a more simple version of the one used in CC. An important part in CC coaching is 

the context creation performed by the coaches before stepping into a training or coaching 

session. The MyQuest Foundation coaches also do this. By creating a context they will set the 

conditions they want and create an environment that is most profitable for the youth. They 

consciously create a safe space where growth and personal development are supported. 

Setting a context is essential to get most out of the training. The right energy fills the day and 

the coaches are aware of their goal and personal statement for the training/coaching. If you 

wish to be more informed about these theories or the ones mentioned above, don’t hesitate 

to ask the team and of course join the freelance training days where multiple subject will be 

discussed.   

MyQuest Travel-guide to Nepal 
Preparing for your trip 

In the Netherlands 

Book a flight to Kathmandu. 

-www.vliegtickets.nl/ www.skyscanner.nl 

Arrange your visa (optional): At the Nepalese consulate in Amsterdam (Herengracht 562, 

0206241530,www.nepal.nl/consulaat. They are open at weekdays from 10.30h till 13.00h. 

You can already fill in the form by asking for it through the e-mailconsulate@nepal.nl, take 

the form and passport photos. The amount of money depends on your stay, 15 days: €45,- , 

30 days: €60,- , 90 days: €115,-. This is the maximum; you can extend later in Nepal. 

You can also arrange your visa in Nepal: At the airport. For 15 days: $25,-, 30 days: $40,-, 90 

days: $100,-. You can pay in dollars, euros and rupees (Nepalese currency). 

Arrange a travel insurance: (For example: OO Mverzekeringen, 

www.oomverzekeringen.nlorYoho or Allianze Global Assistance, the globetrotter 

reisverzekering, interpolis), FBTO.  

If you go into the mountains check with your insurance if you need to be insured for dangerous 

sports, this is only if you go up to extreme heights. 

Arrange a guesthouse. Aka Buddharooms Sajna 9841855250. All interns of MyQuest 

Foundation stay here. The area is really nice and it is only 10minutes walking to the office. 

The owners are also the nicest people and good friends of MyQuest Foundation. They come 

over on a daily basis in the common room, they always like to help you, give you advise or go 

together for a drink.  
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Buy medicines; ORS!!! (in case you lost a lot of liquid because of diarrhea), Loperamide (in case 

you want to stop diarrhoea – only in emergency, it’s very unhealthy), diamox (in case you go 

in trekking on high altitude), paracetamol and multivitamins (you might not get all your 

vitamins). For girls: birth control and tampons or a menstruation cup. 

Vaccinations: Check with your local GGD or Vaccination center which vaccinations are 

recommended. 

You can also watch the movie White sunonI-tune swhich gives a good impression of 

Nepal.https://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/white-sun-seto-surya/id1333716940 

 

 Nice App’s to download if you like: 

‘Maps.me’ An app that let’s you  use GPS and maps offline. It is  very easy to use and helps 

you navigate any route. 

Ling ; to learn a little bit of the Nepali language 

Pathao or tootle; the uber of Nepal! 

Culture Compass for iOS/Android 

Pollarsteps – if you like to make a nice blog about your travel 

Tripadvisor – to find more nice places 

Foodmandu – delivery food, (takes always at least an hour) 

Add Facebook groups Nepal Expats (if you post something here, expect a million responses 

from helpful Nepali) and Backpackers Nepal 

Other to do’s at home; 

Read this intern-manual and maybe other info about Nepal 

Read about what other volunteers have done before you, maybe contact with questions. 

Look for contact with the team if you like. Or a current/former intern. 

Get your Visa so you can skip the line at the airport in Kathmandu 

Crowd funding for the QuestTrek 

Eat a lot of chocolate, stroopwafels, drop, McDonalds  
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In Nepal 

You will have to notify the Dutch Consulate of your arrival in Nepal. 

First days in the office:  

You will probably have a meeting with Hedda where you will get the first introduction with the 

team and get familiar with your to do’s in the first weeks. The little things besides your main 

project give you the opportunity to get to know the team, the office and the way of working.  

Make yourself familiar with the Dropbox of MyQuest Foundation. Especially make sure you can 

find the documents you need to use in Nepal. Also try to find your way in Stack and try working 

with Spark.  

The team wishes a willingness to adapt in an intercultural environment. Every time when a new 

intern joins the organization, it’s a different experience and they are always enthusiastic to 

learn about each other and to work together. If you want to share anything with the team, they 

are open to listen and will do their best to give and receive honest feedbacks. In the beginning 

they wish for you to share your specific roles and responsibilities in the organization so you 

can all work together.   

 

Extension of the Visa in Nepal.  

(Fill in the form on this site, this speeds up the process: www.nepalimmigration.gov.np) 

Immigration Department: You need to bring a passport photo, copy of  your passport(not 

always necessary)and the visa fee.15daysis30US dollar, for every extra day it is 2 US dollar. 

Opening hours: every day 10.30 AM untill 1 or 2 PM 

You can get yourself registered at the Ministry of foreign affairs:www.nederlandwereldwijd.nl 

Safety 

Nepal is one of the safest countries in the world to work and travel. There are however some 

important points to take into consideration. 

Do not leave valuables and valuable objects unattended and try not to show them. This is also 

respectful, as the majority of the population is very poor. 

In case of a strike (Nepali:banda), social tension rises. Public transportation and sometimes 

taxis will not be permitted to drive. Before going out and/or catching a cab, first ask locals 

whether travelling is safe. 

It is advisable to wear breathing protection while cycling 
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Cycling in Kathmandu is nice as it gives freedom, flexibility and the possibility to get to know 

the city better. The traffic however is chaotic. There are not many rules. There is one Mountain 

Child Care bicycle available. Riding a bike is at your own risk. 

When riding at the back of a scooter or motorbike, always wear a helmet. 

Do not take drugs or take them with you. Drugs undermine the power of our personal 

leadership program and severe prison penalties can be expected for traveling with drugs. 

Do not make use or in cite the use of child labour. If you suspect or witness child labour, report 

it to our programme manager and the founders of Mountain Child Care. 

Do not have sex with minors, nor have sex with people that are (possibly) trafficked or forced 

into prostitution. 

A Mountain Child Care staff member will ask you to comply with these rules and confirm that 

you have read this manual. 

Do not go hiking on your own, go with friends or take a guide. 

If you go out of town (like a weekend to Chitwan for example) let someone of the team know. 

 

Important Information 

Contact informantion 

Team The Netherlands: 

Mark Simons mark@mountainchildcare.org 

+31 (0) 640 219 830 

+9779813604135(Nepal) 

Marianne van Wetter marianne@mountainchildcare.org 

+31 (0) 622 047 996 

Team Nepal: 

The Leading Lady 

Hedda Steenhauer (Dutch) hedda@mountainchildcare.org 

+977 980 8593226 

Dutch Associate Programme Leader & Trainer/Coach 

Core Team   
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Suraj Shrestha (Nepali) suraj@mountainchildcare.org 

+977 9860975479 

Asmita Roka (Nepali) asmita@mountainchildcare.org 

+977 9823871341 

Shrai Manandhar (Nepali) shrai@mountainchildcare.org 

+977 9841893790  

 

Some ex- volunteers and trainees: 

Amy Ruiters    amyruiters97@gmail.com +31649639040 

Eline van der Kaaden eline@mountainchildcare.org +31626274591 

Silke Lautes silkelaut@hotmail.com +31 (0)649971243 

Floor Lager flooorj@hotmail.com +31 (0)642571164 

Hannah de Vries hannah@mountainchildcare.org +31 (0)6 21414276 

hannahvries@gmail.com 

Maaike Cortjens maaike@mountainchildcare.org +31 (0)630019596 

maaikecortjens@hotmail.com 

Marissa Relou                            Marissa-relou@live.nl               +31630554635 

Housing: 

Buddha rooms  info@buddharooms.com buddharoomsnepal@gmail.com, 

+9779841855250 

9rooms info@9roomsnepal.com  www.9roomsnepal.com  

Prithvi guest house https://nl.airbnb.com/rooms/2911412  

Trekkers Holiday Inn trekkinn@mos.com.np  www.trekkersholidayinn.com  

 

 

 

  

mailto:shrai@mountainchildcare.org
mailto:amyruiters97@gmail.com
mailto:eline@mountainchildcare.org
mailto:maaikecortjens@hotmail.com
mailto:info@buddharooms.com
mailto:buddharoomsnepal@gmail.com
mailto:info@9roomsnepal.com
http://www.9roomsnepal.com/
https://nl.airbnb.com/rooms/2911412
mailto:trekkinn@mos.com.np
http://www.trekkersholidayinn.com/
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Others 

Emergency 

Emergency number 100 

CIWEC Hospital: International hospital, Lazimpat, Kathmandu. 

+977-1-4424111/+977-1-4435232. 

Patan Hospital  GP Katrina Butterworth: +9779803195942. Westernclinic Wednesday 9 

am till 12am. 

Dentist 32 Smiles +977 1-5526431 Manbhawan Rd, Lalitpur 44600 

SIMcard 

You can buy a sim card for your mobile phone at every Ncell store. It costs Rs. 100,-, including 

Rs 50 credit. That is the best quality telecom provider in Nepal. You’ll need two photographs 

and a copy of your passport for it. 

Washing your clothes      Buddha rooms will wash your clothes for 400Rps. 

PIN/Money exchange 

NABIL bank or Himalayan bank is a bank where you can PIN 35,000Rupees. This is the largest 

amount you can get at once in Kathmandu. You can get money in a lot of ATM’s when it says 

maestro, but mostly from the bigger banks like Nabil, Standard Chartered and Himalayan Bank. 

On the way from the office to Ekantakuna there are different ATM’s. 

Newspapers  

Good sources of information, to know what is going on in the country, are The Kathmandu 

Post (conservative) and the (more liberal) Himalayan Times. 

Nepali teachers 

Deepa Didi: 9841878971 

Sheila Gupta: +977 9808334835, gupta.sila@yahoo.com(not professional, but very eager and 

nice). 

Gauri, Ekantakuna, +977 9841382149 

(Good teacher. Good choice if you want to learn more about the culture and have nice talks 

with a cup of tea. Very friendly). 
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Supermarkets 

Shop local, the big supermarkets are often even more expensive as well and the best 

vegetables are bought in the little local shops. Next to Buddharooms you can buy eggs, pasta, 

rice, fruit and vegetables. When you need rice, just let them know how much and they will 

weigh it for you.  

SalesBerry 

Saleways supermarket, Pulchowk Big Mart, Jhamsikhel 

Big Mart, Ekantakuna road, Jawakel 

BhatBhatini, Patan Dhoka 

Supermarket in Labim wall 

Bakeries 

Herman Bakery (best cookies), Jhamsikhel 

Vienna Bakery (best baguettes), on Restaurant road. 

Secret Bakery, near British School  

German Bakery, Jawalakhel. 

Himalayan Beans, Saray bakery 

 

Holidays: 

Gatastapna, 1 day mid-September 

Indra Jatra, 1 day, end of September 

Dashian, 5 days, end of sept/ begin of Oct 

Tihar, 7 days, end of Oct, begin of November 

Christmas/ New year, only for expats 

Holi, color festival, spring 

Nepali New year 15-16 april 
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Allergy information 

I, Marissa had gluten intolerance and experienced Nepal is surprising well doable with it. There 

is cornbread and buck wheat bread at Herman’s bakery (very cheap), buckwheat waffles and 

pancakes at Himalayan beans Pulchowk, Annamaya has some gluten free cookies and OR2K 

has special vegan/ gluten free menu. There are gluten free cookies but not very much and 

nice at the Big Mart and gluten free pasta (very expensive) only at the big Bhatbhetani 

supermarket 

Also for lactose, you can find soya milk/almond milk, and some soya products.  

Vegetarians can find options in every restaurant, for vegans I would say let’s go to Annamaya, 

but I think there are a lot of options for you also 

 

Do’s and Don’ts 

Do’s 

Learn Nepali (see contacts)  

Eat at local places 

Eat with your right hand  

Drink filter water 

Go to Pokhara 

Go on a trekking 

Go to the nearby villages 

Buy and wear a kurta, Nepalese will appreciate it very much. 

Groomed appearance, they appreciate that a lot. 

Make sure your questions are clear, concrete and complete. 

Be aware of your own culture/manners/mentality. 

Make jokes with sellars/taxi-drivers for good bargaining 

Go to live music concerts in Jhawalekhel and Thamel  

Ask questions! 

Be friendly, people approach you for small talk, all out of good will. 

 Don’ts 
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Do not wear too revealing clothes, cover your shoulders 

Do not take something with your left hand 

Do not direct your feet in someone’s direction  

Do not step over someone’s feet 

No intimate touching between man and woman  

Do not directly talk about disagreement 

Do not drink tap water 

Do not let animals touch you if you have any open wounds 

No smoking & alcohol during work 

Note:  

As you are a volunteer/intern at MyQuest Foundation you are also one of the representatives 

of the organization to the outer world. Be aware of this role. Before taking action on activities 

out of the name of the organization, it is important to always first discuss these ideas/activities 

with the team. 

Be aware that it is not allowed to be a volunteer in Nepal. So if people ask, say you are a tourist. 

Especially at official documents and in first contact realize this. If people are asking detailed 

questions, just try to play dumb. 

 

 

Hotspots & Must-DO 
Kathmandu 

• Kathmandu is the capital of Nepal. The city is in the middle of the valley in front of the 

Himalaya mountain area. It is the biggest, richest, and most touristic and most polluted 

city of the country. Kathmandu has an old quarter full of sightseeing and the new 

quarter has more modern buildings.  

• Go to Durbar Square (Durbar = palace) (1000rp per person), with templels and stupas. 

If you are with more people take a tour. If you bring a passport you can extend your 

ticket to the square for free till the end of your visa.  

• Thamel is the touristic part of town filled with shops, outdoorstores, bars, clubs, 

(expensive)restaurants and hostels/hotels. You can find endless travel agencies here 

as well to help you. Be aware of people selling drugs, which is illegal! And remember 

to always bargain in the souvenir shops.  
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• Bagmati is the river that runs through Kathmandu, it is actually more trash with a 

stream of water running through it, yet it is a holy river.  

• Visit Monkey-temple with a beautiful view over the city. Walk from Patan or take a 

pathao. 

• Ratna-park is a place where all busses come and where you can change to other 

busses. You can go there from Pulchowk, nearby the office and take busses to the place 

you want to go. Just ask for the right bus.  

• Visit the royal palace to learn about the rich and tragic history of Nepal.  

Patan 

• Patan is the city/area beneath Kathmandu. Patan is also called Lalitpur, the ‘City of 

beauty’.  

• Buddha rooms is settled in the Jawalakhel neighbourhood, which is a block full of 

expats and nice restaurants.  

• In the middle of Old Patan you  can  find  Patan Durbar Square  with  a  lot  of  small  

streets  and  shops surrounding the square. My advice is to get lost in these streets 

and admire the beautiful woodcarvings and little shops and bars. 

• Go hire a mountain bike to see places around the city or Patan, try to go to a viewpoint 

outside of Patan. One of the places I went to is Lakuri Bhanjyang which is a view point 

about a2-3-hourcycle ride from Patan (Labim Mall), on a clear day it has a great view 

from the Himalayas. 

• Labim Mall is a more luxury new shopping centre with nice shops, small restaurants 

and a cinema. The cinema has movies in English . 

Bhaktapur, Boudha, Kirtipur,  

• Bhaktapur (also called Bhadgaon) is a royal city like Kathmandu and Patan and that’s 

why it has its own Durbar square. Because of the beauty of this old city the main 

entrance will ask tourists to pay 1500rp. It is worth a visit nonetheless.  

• Boudha is a small part of Kathmandu, near the airport, where you can admire the 

biggest stupa in Nepal. Also you can find The valley guesthouse (where Questers often 

stay some days before the QuestTrek). The atmosphere in Boudha is completely 

different from the busy Kathmandu and with the many monasteries, the serenity is 

almost visible.  

• Kirtipur is a small city in the south of Patan, you can also find a bit more of nature and 

nice views here. 

Sundarijal 

• Sundarijal (means beautiful water) is nice to visit for a good hike. You can really go into 

the mountains and can see beautiful waterfalls. It is the beginning point of the Helambu 

Trekking. 
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Namo Buddha 

• Namo Buddha is the name of a monastery and a stupa in the nature abour one hour by 

local bus from Kathmandu. It is a nice day-hike and in the resort on top of the hill you 

can have a beautiful view and lunchbreak.  

Pokhara 

• Around 200 km west of Kathmandu, or in other words 8 hours by bus,  you can find 

Pohkara. Pokhara is a touristic city full of beautiful nature, a great lake and at the foot 

of  the Himalayas. You can raft, paraglide, hike, trek, shop or just chill is this lovely 

get-away from Kathmandu.  

• You can also do horse-riding here to a viewpoint 

• During New-Years-Eve the city organises a street festival. For days before and on New-

Years-Eve the streets are filled with people, music, food stalls and markets. The clubs 

will charge extra on NYE but walk a bit further out of town and you will find beautiful 

little bars with fireplaces on the lake-side.  

Safari 

• At 180 km from Kathmandu you have national park Chitwan where you can go on 

safari, this one is the easiest to reach from Kathmandu. You can spot Rhino’s, bears, 

monkeys, beautiful birds, crocodiles and sometimes even a tiger. The best way is to 

do go with professional guides on a canoe for max 1 hour and then walk. You can also 

do a jeep ride but the thrill of walking through the jungle, knowing a tiger can cross 

any moment is something unique.  

• Bardia National park is further away from Kathmandu but a favourite if you ask the 

locals. In bardia you will have the biggest chance to see a tiger. Going to Bardia is also 

easy to combine with a visit to Lumbini, the birth place of Buddha.  

Cafes and restaurants 

• Restaurant street and Pulchowk road and Labim mall has lot of good places, little 

western though so sometimes expensive. Also, every year there are new restaurants 

opening. 

Find it out and enjoy! 

• Kairos, jamsikel road, most near Budharooms 

• Evoke Bistro and bar, jawalakel, restaurant street 

• Tamirind Bistro and bar, jawalakel, restaurant street, 

• Roadhouse restaurant, jawalakel, restaurant street. 

• Annamaya, lunchroom, Gyan Mandala, jawalakel 

• Himalayan java, Sanepa, pulchowk, labim wall, and other places 
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• Himalayan Beans, Pulchowk, and next to Big Mart Jamshikel 

• Bikalpa art center and restaurant (place were the office is) 

• Koto Japanese restaurant, pulchowk road 

• Mango chili, Thais restaurant, 3th floor Labim wall 

• Karma coffee, 2nd floor Moksh complex, Gyan mandala, jawalakel 

• Cafe Soma, Jhamsikhel. Good coffee and western lunches! Sportscafé, Jhamsikhel. 

Excellent coffee and cheescake! 

• OR2K, Thamel. Vegetarian restaurant, very good combo platter to share.  

• Friends, Thamel, cozy restaurant 

• Places, Thamel. Vegetarian restaurant. 

• Maya, Thamel. Mexican restaurant and cocktail bar. 

• Kaiser Café, Garden of Dreams, Thamel. 

• Blueberry kitchen in Thamel, they have the most amazing ravioli. 

• Main Tandoori Fastfood, at the big roundabout in front of the zoo, chicken is good to 

eat here 

• Sandwich point 

• BK’s frituur in Thamel 

• Paalcha café for Newari food 

• Sanchyan for Japanese food 

 

• High Tide in Pokhara 

Clubs/Dancing bars House of Music, Thamel. OMG, Thamel. 

• L.O.D. club (Lord of the drinks) 

• Karma club, Thamel 

• Club farenheit, thamel 

• Club Turtle, thamel 

• Reggae bar, Thamel. 

• Tamarind, Salsadancing, Restaurantroad. Moksh, BehindTamarind. 

• Base Camp, Sanepa  

Friday night is always scattered places with life music in Jhawakel 

Trekking shop 

Shopname: Sonam, close to café Gaia. Jyatha street, Thamel run by Nepali/Australian(honest 

prices/no bargaining) 
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Sport 

• Zumba, Nirvana Wellnessclub, Jawalakhel. (By Salsa Dance Academy, 2000RS for 10 

lessons,300 rupees for 1) http://www.salsanepal.com/zumba-fitness.html 

• Yoga, Pranamaya yoga (800RS for 1 lesson). In Moksh Complex.http://pranamaya-

yoga.com/Wall climbing, Thamel. http://www.astrekclimbingwall.com/ 

• Every Saturday Hash Run with international people in the valley. Every week somewhere 

else. Check Himalayan hash House Harriers,Kathmandu. 

• Hike4Lyf organises every two weeks on Saturday a day hike (for 500 rupees), breakfast 

and transport and a guide are included. You can find the events and the group on 

facebook. 

• Bollywood/Zumba/ dance/ workouts Y-dace school Pulchowk road, at the end of 

restaurant street. Bollywood 1 month, 12 lessons for 2000rp 

• Kathmandu Trail Series; monthly international trailruns around Kathmandu 

• Epic Bike shop (across café Soma) go every Sunday morning for MTB around Kathmandu 

 

Spa/massages 

• So Tai, Japanese massage. Jhamsikhel. www.sotai2kai.wordpress.com 

(bettertocall:015543045) 

• Patan Heritage Spa; massages, pedicure, manicure, haircutting. Sanepa Height 

(http://heritagespa.com.np/contacts.php) 

• Seeing Hands, massage by blind people. A different experience, very nicepeople! 

• Wellness organic club near Thamel 

• Tranquility Spa, ask Sajna if you can use her membership and enjoy 50% discount.  

Other 

Yellow House Market, every Sunday morning in Sanepa. Coming from Jhamsikel on the way to 

Sanepa Chowk Farmers market, Restaurant 1905, every Saturday. Kantipath (Big junction close 

to Thamel) opposite of the American club. 

Timro Concept Store a beautiful shop set up by Anouk. Local arts and crafts are sold here and 

multiple sustainable products promoted. She also runs a bakery that delivers pies all over 

Kathmandu (try the mocha pie at Kairos). It is worth a visit for sure and Anouk is a lovely 

woman to chat with.  

Every Thrusday night there is a pubquiz in the irishpub in Thamel, a greta way to get to know 

people and have a fun night out.  

  

http://www.sotai2kai.wordpress.com/
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Amazing courses 

www.backstreetacademy.com They offer different kind of courses, like knife making, momo 

cooking course or how to make a prayer wheel. Highly recommended. 

Gyan mandala, cultural centre, sports, creative workshops and courses 

Bikalpa art center, nice activities, swingdance, movienight, BBQ’s, expo’s. 

House of pallets, at Evoke 

Day/weekend trips 

• Nagarkot 

• Gamcha: Organic farmSoeborg 

• Namo Boudhha Monastery: Take a bus to Dhulikhel, look around in the old village. Hike 

for 3 hours from Dulikhel to Namo Boudhha, beautiful. Sleep in the guesthouse of the 

monastery (+9779849527619) and eat with the monks and see the morning prayer for 

only $10,-.Hike back from Namo Boudhha (2hours) to Panauti in betweent her ice 

fields.Look around there are a lotof small temples and stupas. From here you can take 

a bus back to Kathmandu. 

• Bungamati 

 

Longer trips 

• Pokhara: Himalayan Guest house/ Zostel/ Backpackers hostel, It would take a bit longer 

than a weekend. 

Bus to Pokhara:  Debit Travels, Hamro Bus (www.hamrobus.com)/ Green bus. Try not 

to cancel your ticket, to get back your money will take a long time. 

• Trekking: Depends on which you choose. Think about a permit and insurance, some areas 

you need a guide(http://www.nepalonline.nl/trekking-nepal.htm). Ask locals, they will 

help you without needing your money. Different trekking agencies can help you too, or the 

lonely planet.  

• Chitwan National park: Chitwan Safari Camp and Lodge (simple butgood, 

http://www.agoda.com/nl-nl/chitwan-safari-camp-lodge/hotel/chitwan-national-park-

np.html).     For the different safaris there are a lot of little companies in Sauhara, but try 

to find the government owned ones. They will take care more of the animals and the 

national park. 

 

 

http://www.nepalonline.nl/trekking-nepal.htm
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In Lumbini,  

Mirjam spent one week at the Osho Jitban spiritual village. Osho is a Guru that was 

mostly known in India (and later with Western foreigners) in the 60s and 70s. There are many 

different Osho villages around the world, that take part of the 108(!) meditation techniques 

that Osho based on Buddhist practices and playfulness sand teach them to visitors. It is a 

lovely place to get some rest and relaxation, as well as taking time for introspection. Ial so did 

a three-day retreat at the village which featured meditation techniques such as‘Stop-dance’ 

meditation and Kundalini meditation, you can learn more about this on Youtube when you 

type in Osho meditation. There are also many talks from Osho to find there, whichare easy to 

follow in English, he talks about topics such as love and seriousness (and why we should be 

less serious and more playful), Buddha and so on. The meditation is all about having fun and 

celebrating life! 

Practical: staying at the village costs 1000rupees, which includes breakfast, lunch and dinner, 

as well as yoga and dynamic meditation sessions in the morning, as well as an evening 

program. 

The location is about 20minutes ’walk outside of Lumbini. 

Make sure you also rent a bike for a week or longer (costs: around 100rupees a day or less 

when you rent for a longer period) when you plan to stay there, with the bike you can go 

around Lumbini and visit all the different temples, the birthplace of Buddha and the Peace 

Pagoda. It is well worth the visit. 

 

Experiences of Interns 
Maaike: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from September 2014- February 2015 

When I arrived in Kathmandu it was a great shock. It was really busy and noisy, a lot of horns, 

busy traffic and pollution. You can feel it. But the people were so nice! When we arrived there 

was a little problem with our picking up, but the police officers were ready to help us. After 

that I found out that you can always ask people if they can help you. One difficult thing is when 

they don’t know the answer they will still try to help you. 

9rooms is a great guesthouse; it feels a little like home. All the facilities are great, always warm 

water and electricity. Having a bike is a real relieve in the busy city, you are more flexible and 

free. I bought a bike in a bike shop close to the office at Pulchowk (close to saleways). I asked 

if they had second hand bikes and they had an old one. I payed 4000 Rupees for this old one. 

Furthermore, the MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE team in Nepal is great, always willing to help you. 

The first week was really nice to get to know the team and city. But the work was a little 

confusing still, a good preparation is really handy. Especially in Dropbox which files you need 
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for what. Ask that already beforehand. When we were able to really get to work it was great. 

Companies are willing to work with us. Youths are enthusiastic. We had a lot of great ideas. 

Really nice to see that we were able to have creative ideas, and also realize most of them. 

Hannah: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from September 2014- February2015 

For me it was the second time in Nepal. When we arrived at the airport I recognized it from 10 

years ago, everything was still the same. But after a few weeks in Kathmandu I discovered that 

something have changed. Young people are dressed more modern and they behave more 

modern in their daily life. For example some don’t want an arranged marriage anymore. 

However, the traffic is still horrible and the pollution is disgusting. 

Despite that I really like living here. People always have time for tea/coffee or to meet, time is 

endless here, and it doesn’t matter if something is not right on time or if more people come 

than confirmed. These things can sometimes also be frustrating, but it is way more peaceful 

than in the western world. 

The first weeks I really needed to find my way, in work but also in daily life. It really helped me 

to just explore everything, walk around and see places. Try food and local restaurants. Expand 

your horizon. For work, ask questions and help to your colleagues. Especially in the beginning 

you probably need the help of Nepali colleagues. 

Don’t forget to see the highlights, because time goes fast! 

Silke: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from November 2015 – February 2016 

April 2015. It would be the start of a few months of intensive work with Mountain Child Care. 

Two days   after my arrival, the earthquake occurred, so I was forced to return to the 

Netherlands, together with Gaia. As the Dutch privileged person that I am, I had the chance to 

come back to Nepal, in September 2015. And to come back to Mountain Child Care. It was so 

special, the moment we had finished the first training and the Nepalese staff and Dutch 

volunteers and interns sat together! The group consisted of almost the same people who 

worked together before the earthquake happened, to continue the work with MOUNTAIN 

CHILD CARE. I tell you this because every person who reads this manual has also taken the 

step to go to beautiful Nepal. A decision that is not very common anymore for people who 

have the dream to travel to Nepal. The earthquake has made people scared and that is why it 

is so important that you have made this choice and, to get her with the staff of Mountain Child 

Care, are going to continue this important work in this beautiful country! It is not more risky 

than usual, there is just more awareness that something could happen. I also want to point 

out how strong I think the Nepali staff is, and the way they keep going with a smile and with 

so much energy! Inspiring to work with. 
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Kirsten: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from January 2016 - May2016 

The time with Mountain Child Care really was not normal crazy amazing. The cool thing is that 

you simply are a real resident of Nepal for a certain amount of time. A totally different 

experience than when you are backpacking! Working with Mountain Child Care was such a 

special experience. The Dutchies and Nepali people have the chance to learn so much from 

each other, because of the cultural differences. It took me some time to know exactly what I 

could do in the office. But that is okay, to take time to find out for yourself what you can do, 

what you want to learn, and what MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE needs. I would say Go with the Flow  

The youths are so motivated and dedicated, it helps a lot to keep your focus. I learned so much 

about myself, learned so much from the Nepal is taff and also learned so much about and 

from the Nepali culture. I bought a bike, drove around, I made friends, celebrated parties, 

laughed, cried. We celebrated Christmas without heating and electricity, but with only a few 

candles; very special. It is possible to explain it, but I think you need to experience it for 

yourself. Go talk to the fruit sellers across the street, join the Hash-run that goes through 

houses and gardens, say yes to every invitation, experience as much as you can, but take also 

some time for yourself. Do a trekking, or go for the shorter option; go in the weekend safe 

days into the mountains. From Kathmandu it is not that far and it is are lief sometimes, just 

to go out of town. ENJOY! For questions (about MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE, trekkings) you can 

always contact me! 

Sabien:  Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from February 2016 - May2016 

I had an amazing time in Nepal with Mountain Child Care. Both living in Patan (Kathmandu) as 

working with the Dutch-Nepali NGO was an adventure. After traveling around in Nepal for two 

weeks, I started my volunteering with Mountain Child Care in February 2016. 

From day one I felt very welcome and was seen as part of the team. At the beginning I had to 

get used to the way of working at the office. Nepali people are less into planning and making 

to-do-lists as we Dutchies can be. Also the way of communicating is different, we are more 

direct and we like to say it as it is. But also because the way of working is so different here, I 

learned so much from the Nepali team. Be patient, respectful and always keep I have  great 

admiration for Hedda, who always seemed to find the balance between patience and a GID(Get 

It Done) mentality, between being direct but careful. By chatting with her I were able to find 

my balance between my way of working (often with fast thoughts, a lot of lists and searching 

for overview) and the way in which Leeza and Suraj like to work. Because that’s what it is about. 

We – the volunteers – are here to support the Nepalese team. To think along and assist 

wherever needed. But also to share our experience and knowledge, and to use our Dutch 

effectiveness in a suitable way. 

The two Quest Treks I attended at the end of my stay here were really the cherry on the cake 

;) I think it is such a strong program which in a beautiful way gets the best out of every 
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individual. In short: these four months were a very enriching experience that I will carry with 

me the rest of my life. 

Ranjit: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from March 2017 - june2017 

In the 3 months I’ve stayed in Patan (Kathmandu), I’ve learned a lot about the MOUNTAIN 

CHILD CARE team and the Nepali culture. It is a great team to work with and from the start i 

really enjoyed the fun things we did besides work. We went out for diner, danced salsa, did 

climbing, played games. In the evenings and the weekends i was almost never alone. The work 

on office was a little different as i expected though. 

MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE is a great NGO with a vision to empower the Nepali youths. But i didn’t 

work directly with the youths that much. Especially the first month of my Internship, i did a lot 

of small office tasks, like rewriting the volunteer manual. At the start i had the drive to do the 

most possible in my time here, but getting used to the Nepali way of working really takes time. 

It was after the first months that i had the feeling of contributing to big things. For example, 

i guided one of the coaches with his coaching skills, i organized a field visit for Dutch students 

who also did the Quest Trek and i helped with a training. The contact with the youths was 

limited to the training, a group coaching and the Quest Trek i walked myself (which was really 

awesome). So although it was more of an office job as i thought, it was a really enjoyable and 

interesting time. The working environment, habits, communication, and way of getting things 

done: everything is the opposite of the way of working in the Netherlands. It is very frustrating 

at times, but at the same time really fun to live here. A great experience in a wonderful country 

which i can recommend to everyone. 

Goscha: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from September 2017 - January2018 

No idea where I was going to do my internship! Actually, I was not working on it at all. Until I 

attended an internship programme at school and met with my teacher Susanne Sterk. She 

started talking about her experience with Mountain Child Care and Nepal. I did not know what 

I heard and I was completely excited and enthusiastic. Before I knew it, I was accepted after 

about two weeks and my adventure could begin. In total I did a small five months internship 

at MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE. From day one to the last day were incredibly great! My initial period 

was very overwhelming and a big shock, both on my internship and in Nepal, Patan. Nepal was 

very busy and noisy. After almost one week I got a nice bond with the team and it became 

clear what I was going to do in my internship. Now that I'm writing this I notice how special I 

feel that I have been given the unique opportunity to be able to design and develop the new 

program, QuestTribes, in co-operation with the Nepali and Dutch teams. I learned a lot from 

the MOUNTAIN CHILD CARE team in different areas, such as; coaching and training, but also 

working in a team in a different culture. I received very good guidance from my two internship 

supervisors Brenda and Hedda. They were there in my difficult initial period as well as in my 

successful period where I really was focused working on my assignments! The QuestTrek®® 
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was definitely one of the highlights of my internship. Very special what MOUNTAIN CHILD 

CARE does. It was heavy, both physically and emotionally, but well worth it and a must for 

everyone! I have done a lot in Nepal in time, gained new experiences and learned a lot. Meeting 

nice people and making new friends. What a great learning process. 

What I would like to passon is: DON’T GIVE UP! If you don’t have experience, Nepal can be very 

shocked in the beginning. But it will get better and most off all fun. Give it time! Another tip i 

would like to give: aks   the Nepali team a lot, they are very helpful and kind:) 

Mirjam Turk: Stayed as a volunteer in KTM from December 2017 - Febrary 2018 

Experience as a researcher at Mountain Child Care 

From December 2017 until the half of February in 2018, I was doing research for my master’s 

program International Development at Mountain Child Care. My thesis focuses on how the 

Nepali and Dutch youth develop their social and individual skills. Firstly, I went on a 

QuestTrek® with Mountain Child Care. It was an intense and special 6-day trek, and I felt lucky 

to be able to learn more about the Nepali participants   and their dreams and about my own 

talents and skills.  After the QuestTrek® I started my research in  Patan, and I worked regularly 

at the office to get to know the colleagues and the culture of the  organization. Being there 

showed me how Mountain Child Care has a family atmosphere: everybody is genuinely 

interested in how the other person is doing and what they have been up to. It was a really 

pleasant experience to work together with the others. However, my role as a researcher was a 

bit different compared to the volunteers at Mountain Child Care, I was more independent and 

my main tasks were for my research, not daily tasks from the program. This meant that I was 

doing interviews with the Nepali participants that I met at the QuestTrek®, as well as other 

participants from earlier treks. My days consisted out of visiting the child homes where the 

youths live where I was talking with them about their experiences of the QuestTrek® and the 

coaching sessions. It taught me that Nepali youths face many of the same issues that we do 

in the West. Compassion for others is really important for them, like taking care of their family 

and helping them financially. Back home I started writing everything that I learned from the 

youths and also from my colleagues at Mountain Child Care. My research will show what kind 

of development the  participants have gone through and how Mountain  Child Care contributes 

with this  It has been wonderful to work together with Mountain Child Care and I already miss 

the family-like    working environment and working side to side with such passionate and 

loving people! For future volunteers at Mountain Child Care I would give the following advice: 

do everything with full commitment and show your true colors to anybody you meet. When 

you are at ease with yourself and you can be vulnerable to others, your peers and colleagues 

will want to help you reach your goals and develop yourself. Nepali people always want to 

know about you, and are eager to have a chat, always make time for this! Do not underestimate 

time spent understanding others and asking how they are doing the interest of the youths in 

mind. 
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 Sanne en Doris: interns of spring 2018?) 

Marissa Relou: Stayed as a volunteer/ intern study CMV in Kathmandu from September 2018 

– January 2019 

Together with Simone I was here also for my study cultural social work (CMV) and for the 

semester of the intercultural social professional. I think I had a good time here. We stayed at 

Budharooms, the first 2 months at one room in the guesthouse, the second 2 months on the 

apartment with more indepentcy. 

It is 20 minutes of walk to Bikalpa Art Centre were we worked 4 days a week at the office of 

Mountain Child Care. It was very nice to work in or outside and collaborate with the team. Also 

we joined nice activities at Bikalpa like movie nights, BBQ’s, swing-dance night and we visited 

the expo with live-music.  

We did some research about the Youth Mountain Child Care works with and visited some of 

the partner organizations, child homes with a survey. It was an impactful experience to visit 

the child homes and you have to be aware of your attitude. Some child homes are poorer than 

others; we also got to know some of the youth at the QuestTribes and of course at our 

QuestTrek. The QuestTrek was a great experience and the crowd funding was weird it. We did 

the Helambu trekking and had a beautiful week of hiking, all kind of activities and got a lot of 

insights and good connections with the youth.  

I also gave an intercultural teambuilding workshop for the team included the freelancers to 

bring the theory I learned from intercultural sensitivity in practice in an very interactive way, 

with nice activities to learn about cultural perspectives and create space to share experiences 

and do some Inter Vision.  

We organized also the yearly Sports day in January and called this the PlayTribe. We used 

results from our research to set up a nice program and it was really nice to see back all the 

youth and lead nice games for them to have a day where they really can enjoy, have fun and 

make connection together. 

We visited Pokhara one week and Chitwan which were really nice places to visit and I really 

experienced it as an holiday. 

Despite the chaotic crowded traffic, dirty air and chaotic planning I experienced Nepal as a 

beautiful country with very helpful and nice people, beautiful places, good experiences, and I 

learned a lot, I became more aware of myself, and Nepal made big impact on me, I hope we 

have also delivered an addition at Mountain Child Care, for me it was for sure! This was really 

a chance I won’t miss and It was great! 

PS. While my internship in Nepal I was also writing a blog at the app Pollarsteps, it is also with 

a map where you can see which places I visited and I added a lot of nice photo’s. To get a view 
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you can also look at my blog at https://www.polarsteps.com/MarissaRelou/1013862-stage-

Nepal 

Simone Blaak: Stayed as a volunteer intern study CMV in Kathmandu from September 2018 – 

January 2019  

For the semester program ‘Intercultural Social Professional’ I gained experienced during my 

internship at Mountain Child Care in Nepal. This program was part of the third academic year. 

During this semester I had to work actively on developing and demonstrating my continued 

professionalism. I had to learn about the impact of different cultural backgrounds on the 

norms and values of the people I am working with and act accordingly. This was quite difficult 

in the beginning, because I became aware that the Dutch and Nepalese culture are really 

different to each other. I became aware that everyone has their own perspectives and their 

own experience world from which they act and deal with things. I learned that it is important 

to understand your own and others their inner world first to work together effectively. Because 

these differences it was really challenging to collaborate with my team sometimes. Different 

opinions and conflicts can happen, so it’s really important to become aware of these cultural 

differences. To see this as a source of innovation and growth that will help you develop new 

ways of working together. Try to be clear in the communication and share your expectations 

with each other from the start. I’ve learned to be more flexible and adapt where necessary. 

Discover the Nepalese in yourself. Have a frame-of-reference; look at the situation in someone 

else’s their shoes, so that you can see opportunities form different perspectives. Become aware 

of differences as well as similarities, this will help to work together outstandingly. Know your 

own culture and the Nepalese culture-related values and norms. Learn to deal with differences 

and create room for other cultures. Listen to each other better; with sincere empathy. Get 

insights into everyone’s personal background an motives. Become aware of each other’s 

talents and ambitions. What can be everyone’s their unique contribution and how can you work 

together as a team? To integrate this I developed an ‘Introduction Programme’ for the team 

when new interns start their internship at Mountain Child Care. To create an open mind, open 

heart and open will to each other.  

Besides discovering the culture I designed and developed a range of creative and sports-

related activities for the youth in a functional and effective manner. I lead some ‘fun’ 

energizers at the QuestTribes and some games at the ‘Sportsday’. I added a lot of ‘fun’ games 

to make the youth aware of why play is so important in their lives. It opens new possibilities 

and sparks of new insights. It is the most significant factor in determining our success and 

happiness. It’s really important to take time to play. When the youth add this in their lives; 

their daily activities become much easier to complete. It will make them more productive and 

happier in everything they do.  

During the QuestTrek I became aware were the programme of Mountain Child Care is all about. 

It was super special to see that this programme in combination with the overwhelming nature, 
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the life of a physical achievement and the exercises made a lot of possible for the youth. The 

exercises really have a very logical sequence, so I saw the youth changing every day. In this 

way I really saw that they learn to postpone judgements, go on a voyage of discovery to their 

own talents and passions and investigate what they want to do deeply. It was truly an 

experience that I will never forget!  

As an intern I have been able to contribute in a light way to their mission. I have been able to 

do a lot for the youth by participating in the QuestTrek as an equal participant. I have been an 

open book that has inspired the youth to become open too. I laughed with them and shared 

many stories. By going into it openly and fully participating in the program, I have been able 

to make an enormous contribution in not only my own, but also in their development. I felt 

them growing in confident to a stranger. They really became friends for life. People I will never 

forget. I have not only inspired them, but they have also inspired me. What a wonderful people! 

They have shown me that when something is really bad you still can get out the best of it. The 

connection with the youth really touched something special in all of us. My role was to be 

sincere myself and let them enjoy life; to bring out their best of themselves. If the youth call 

you sister after the QuestTrek you know that you really have been a value to the mission of 

Mountain Child Care. 

Anne Janssen Stayed as volunteer intern in KTM from November till January 

2019/2020 

My experience at MyQuest Foundation was a bit different than that of most interns. I joined 

the organisation with five years of work experience in the development and humanitarian 

sector as part of my sabbatical year. Before arriving in Nepal, I discussed with Hedda what my 

tasks would be so I had an idea of what I would be doing. I would first participate in the 

QuestTrek so I would get to know the team and experience (part of) the programme first-

hand. When I started working in the office I sat down with Hedda to discuss and fine-tune my 

tasks after which I eagerly started working together with the team on strengthening 

documentation, reporting and later a fundraising opportunity.  

It has been an inspiring experience working closely with the team for six weeks. The team has 

a lot of knowledge and they work so well with the youth. They are very eager to share their 

experience and learn from others. Working with MyQuest Foundation is a perfect opportunity 

to learn about teamwork in an intercultural environment where you can learn from each other. 

I’m grateful to have been a part of the family and contributed in my way to the amazing work 

MyQuest Foundation does here in Nepal.  

I have loved Nepal from the very start. The hustle and bustle of Kathmandu and Patan, the 

amazing Nepali and Newari food (get your momos at Momo Madness and Katti Rolls at Syanko 

Katti Rolls by the zoo), the small shops with fresh fruit and veg everywhere, and with a face 
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mask even the pollution and dust is not too bad. Watch out for those dogs though and only 

get friendly with dogs you know! 

Eline van der Kaaden Stayed as volunteer intern in KTM from September till January 

2019/2020 

Als onderdeel van studie Antropologie heb ik een onderzoekstage gedaan bij MQF. Ik had geen 

idee wat ik kon verwachten, en eigenlijk hadden Aziatische landen mij nooit echt 

aangetrokken. Eenmaal in Nepal heb ik de eerste dagen een beetje rondgedwaald, elke hoek 

en steen is dan interessant en de weg is niet te vinden. Later lach je jezelf erom uit, en kan je 

blind de weg naar de supermarkt vinden. De eerste dagen op kantoor waren echt warm en 

welkom. Het team staat echt open voor elke vraag, en is oprecht geïnteresseerd in hoe het 

met je gaat en hoe je alles vind. Hedda is echt een kei. Ze daagt je uit om na te denken over 

culturele verschillen, NGO struggles, en veel meer. Als Antropologe vond ik het echt fijn dat 

zij snapte waar ik over sprak en ik mijn kritiek en vragen ook kon uiten. Ze was eerlijk, open, 

en vooral vol vertrouwen.  

Er zijn veel dingen waar je echt rekening mee moet houden wanneer je in een ander land bent. 

Ik heb zoveel meer geleerd van het Nepalese team dan ik in eerste instantie dacht. Ze weten 

precies hoe ze om moeten gaan met de tieners en hoe ze hun kunnen coachen. Sensitiviteit is 

belangrijk wanneer je werkt in een interculturele situatie. Ik heb zelf een een visuele etnografie 

(antropologische docu) gemaakt van de QuestTrek. Hierbij moest ik veel afwegen wat je wel 

en niet filmt, wat je wel of niet vertelt, en welk verhaal je mensen wil meegeven. Het verhaal 

van ‘arme’ Nepalese tieners, of van tieners die in hun eigen kracht staan? Ga je ze zelf voor de 

camera laten vertellen wat ze die dag heeft geraakt, of ga je het vragen aan de coaches? Ik wil 

je vooral aanmoedigen om van te voren informatie op te zoeken over het land, je te laten 

leiden door het team, en te lezen over ethical volunteering. Wees kritisch op wat anderen je 

vertellen, en vraag aan het team achtergrond of uitleg bij verhalen die je hoort, of over de 

situatie in Nepal.  

Als nuchtere meid was de omgeving soms een beetje zweverig voor mij. Zelf met een filosofie 

studie. Ik ben op QuestTrek geweest met 16 Nederlandse vrouwen. Toen ik voor het eerst bij 

de groep was, heb ik mij vrij snel afgezonderd met mijn koptelefoon en boek. Ik bedacht me 

dat Nederlanders maar een apart volk zijn. Het waren 9 dagen vol drama en emotie. Ontzettend 

leerzaam, maar soms ook confronterend. Ik heb mezelf vaak zo hard uitgelachen dat ik daar 

stond en gedacht hoe ik dit ooit aan mijn vrienden ga uitleggen. (Ik was niet de enige, ik heb 

Hedda ook vaak om mij zien lachen dat ze me heeft meegenomen op deze trek) Er was echt 

ruimte voor elke emotie. Hierdoor voelde ik wel echt dat ik mezelf mocht zijn en mijn eigen 

proces kon volgen. 

Er is veel te vertellen, maar neem vooral contact op voor een kopje koffie om meer te horen 

over de ervaringen of te brainstormen over een onderzoek bv!  
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Amy Ruiters Stayed as volunteer intern in KTM from November till February 

2019/2020 

I’m so amazed of how much I have learned and grown since I arrived in Kathmandu. I was very 

excited to come and work at MyQuest Foundation yet, I had never expected it to be so amazing. 

Beside being in beautiful Nepal, which is wonderful to discover, I was excited to work with 

coaches on a training programme. I found myself for the first time in my life in an office job 

and I was enjoying it very much. The first weeks were not about my main project at all. I got a 

lot of responsibility and to do’s and started. I got to know the team a little, became good 

friends with Eline and learned while doing my job.  

Time to go on the QuestTrek haha. If you really want to read about this experience in depth, 

you can find the link to my blog below. However I can tell you that this trek had such a deep 

impact in me that I returned full of energy. The Nepali boys taught me so much without words 

and Hedda coached me beyond my expectations. I was determined to go on another trekking 

of two weeks, Manaslu. So after the QuestTrek I had one week in which I was ill and then left 

for another two weeks of adventure. I can honestly say after those two weeks I was so happy 

to return home to the office and Buddharooms haha.  

And now my main project started; reviewing/rewriting the QuestTribes with the team. At the 

same time I was also working a lot on the fundraiser event HeartFire. I learned a lot from 

working with the team, I had to adapt my working approach to them. This was sometimes 

difficult for me because I simple didn’t grasp there was a different approach for them. Hedda 

supported me a lot by asking questions and suggesting something every now and then. When 

Anne and Eline, my colleagues and friends left, I was afraid for a bit that I would feel alone in 

Nepal. This was far from the truth as I became good friends with the core team, Suraj, Shrai 

and Asmita and working with them became effortless. We all wanted to learn from each other 

and make the best programme.  

I asked Asmita to teach me to cook Nepali and spend a weekend in Pokhara with Suraj and 

Shrai for the QuestTribes. Besides them I made a lot of friends because of the wedding of Sajna 

and three nights a week I was doing Bollywood dancing at Y-stand Dance school. My life in 

Nepal was busy and loads of fun but never stressful. Now that I am going home, I am really 

going to miss everyone here. I am proud to have worked with the team and finished the 

QuestTribes programme. My tip to new interns: soak up everything around you and 

communicate. Nepal is amazing and working at MyQuest Foundation is a gift to yourself and 

to the Nepali youth. There is so much to learn and experience if you take action and receive. I 

probably can write 10 more pages about my experience here. If you want to hear more, give 

me a call       Have fun in Nepal and say hi to the team!    
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Useful Links 
MyQuest Foundation links 

www.myquest.foundation  

Our YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy8zOlPttoknzmy7mvUOwGg 

 Check our QuestTrek trailer, Amy’s Intern Life etc.  

https://www.facebook.com/MyQuestFoundation.MQF/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/myquest-foundation/ 

Handy for living in Kathmandu 

• www.welcomenepal.com 

• www.lonelyplanet.com/nepal 

• www.nepal.nl 

• www.nepalcentrum.nl 

About ethical volunteering 

https://www.facebook.com/learningservice/  

The blog of one of our Interns 

www.amyruiters.com  
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